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In this module, we have compiled a list of all the most interesting and useful websites and papers that students can use to learn
about different types of metals. These materials are important in both science and engineering. While much has been published
on these topics, there is still a great deal that is yet to be discovered. Students still have a lot to learn. Materials can be defined as
any substance that has a two-dimensional or three-dimensional arrangement of atoms and electrons with which we make
structures out of. There are four types of materials: Nonelectrolytes (solid, liquid and gaseous), Electrolytes (insulators and
conductors), Solids (atomic in their size) and Liquids (fluid in their flow). Material science is the study of the behavior and
properties of matter. It encompasses the chemistry, physics, and mechanics of all types of material compounds. Materials
science is thus interdisciplinary and draws from many fields such as chemistry, physics, engineering, geology, biology etc. For
example, a child can learn more about the science of metals by reading a book on chemistry, reading a book on physics and
reading a 3D animation about it. A student of chemistry can read books on surface area of a metal and volume density or look at
a 3D animation on computer. A student of physics can read about electronic conductivity from books of Quantum physics and
go to the internet. The resulting skills of understanding, problem solving and thinking that the student acquires from all these
resources makes his/her learning more complete. In this section we have added some resources that are relevant to Materials
Science . Below are some of the most notable resource that will greatly help in understanding the materials science. Facts And
Figures www.materials.org/about-materials/materials-facts-figures/ a Resource dedicated to providing students with facts and
figures about various materials, characteristics, components, properties and more. Mathematical Models And Properties www .
mathsnet . org A website providing interesting resources on mathematics related to material science . www.metamath.org / index
. html A website that provides interesting mathematical models from material science.

Books And Journals About Materials Science And Metallurgy Pdf Free 37 www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219991
www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00034826 www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00222836 a www.sciencedirect.com
/ science / journal / 00219664 www . emusicology . com / en-us / en-us - pdfs / MaterialsScienceAndMetallurgyVol1No6_2014
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